GUTEX Wood Fibre –
cut quickly and efficiently.

Multitalented
with depth.
HK 85: For wood, rigid insulation and sheets
of building material up to 85 mm thick

Festool and GUTEX, two leading premium brands, have
joined forces to show you just how easy and efficient cutting
insulation to size is.

ISC 240: For flexible and rigid

IS 330: For rigid insulation up to cut

insulation up to 240 mm thick

thickness of 330 mm

Through thick and thin, no matter which GUTEX insulation
or insulation thickness you're installing, Festool offers the
ideal solution for your specific cutting needs.
See for yourself.

RIGID INSULATION 85 MM OR GREATER
Material

Recommended
HK 85 hand circular saw
FS guide rail or
FSK 670 mitre guide rail
CTM 36 E extractor

RIGID INSULATION 85 MM OR GREATER
Material

Recommended
IS reciprocating saw up to 330 mm
FS guide rail
CTM 36 E portable dust extractor
CT-VA-20 pre-separator

Uncompromising performance.
Direct, practical and comprehensive service for you and your tools!
Besides excellent tools, we deliver superior service quality. We’re prepared to do
everything to assure your satisfaction and confidence in Festool. Only then are we
satisfied. Learn more at festool.de/service

FLEXIBLE INSULATION UP TO 240 mm
Material

Cutting insulation
has never been easier.

Recommended
ISC cordless insulation saw
Festool GmbH
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Tools for the discerning tradesperson.

The system GUTEX uses and recommends for
fitting wood fibre insulation.
Discover further information at
www.gutexcz.com

ISC
240

Revolutionize
your insulation work.
With the ISC 240 cordless insulation saw, you save energy
and time, while reducing fatigue and the need to rework cuts,
thanks to the tool’s ergonomic, lightweight design and superb
handiness in any position. Add the cleverly mated attachments
and you have the means to cut flexible insulation quickly and
precisely – even when it’s as thick as 240 mm.

The go-to expert
for rigid insulation cutting.

Jack of all trades. The
tough HK 85.

IS 330 provides you with the advantages of both chain and
circular saws with unique cordless portability and 330-mm
cutting depth. Rigid insulation cuts easily, fast and precise,
thanks to the system guide rail. You can use IS 330 anywhere,
even where space is tight, such as on scaffolding.

Have more freedom without sacrificing precision. Boost your
efficiency and enjoy the luxury of increased user ease, agility
and optimum ergonomics. That’s what the HK 85 circular saw,
in combination with the FSK 670 mitre guide rail, delivers.
Integrated features such as cut depth adjustment with plunge
come with the saw. And with the groove cutter attachment,
you can easily modify the handsaw to cut grooves and rabbets.
Learn more now!

With demand for greater insulation thickness steadily 			
increasing, your investment in an IS 330 is a very wise move.

Enjoy the benefits provided by the powerful motor and longlasting battery, including quicker installation even when
changing worksites. And profit from carefully designed system
accessories like guide rail and angle cut stops that give you
exceptional fitting precision with little fuss.

IS 330 is your go-to specialist when it comes to rigid insulation.

NEW

HK
85

HK 85 does it all dependably and precisely when it comes to
sheet stock.

ISC 240 is your answer for more efficient insulation
installation.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Battery

18 V

Extractor fitting diameter

27 mm

No load speed

4,600 min -1

Cut depth 0°; 90°/45°/60°

330/230/165 mm

No load speed

1,500 - 3,300 min -1

Cut depth 0°; 90°

0 - 85 mm

Strokes

3,000 min-1

Battery capacity Plus/ Compact variant

5.2 Ah / 3.1 Ah

Input wattage

1,600 W

Mitre/bevel range

0 - 60 °

Input wattage

2,300 W

Cut depth 45°; 60°

62/47 mm

Cut depth

240 mm

Weight with Li-Ion Plus/ Compact variant

2.5 kg / 2.3 kg

Guide bar adjustment

0 - 10 °

Weight

7 kg

Blade diameter

230 mm

Extractor fitting diameter

27/36 mm

Stroke length

26 mm

Cut speed (no load)

12.00 m/s

Angle range

0 - 60 °

Weight

7 kg

ISO SAW CHAIN

SERRATED BLADE

RIGID INSULATION > 85 mm

FLEXIBLE GUTEX INSULATION UP TO 240 mm

Ultratherm®

Thermoflex®

STANDARD SAW BLADE

Multitherm®

Thermoroom®

CTM 36 E
CLEANTEC CTM 36 offers a lot of collector volume and very compact dimensions. 		
Nothing remains, just clean air.
> Smooth vacuum hose and optimum SYS-Dock with electrical chord accommodation and T-LOC
for the convenient attachment of SYSTAINER to the extractor
> Consistent, high suction thanks to high-power turbine
> Anti-static design features prevent static build-up during operation
> Secure attachment of Systainers via SYS-Dock

RIGID INSULATION < 85 mm

Thermosafehomogen®

Thermosafewd®

Thermowall®

Thermowall®-L

Thermoflat®

Pyroresist® wall

CT-VA-20
NEW

Multitherm®

Thermosafewd®

Thermosafehomogen®

Thermowall®

> High-capacity management of high dust volume, thanks to cyclone technology. Compatible
with the Festool CT portable extractor, this pre-separator captures up to 95% of dust before
it reaches the portable extractor.

> Bluetooth® module starts extractor unit via remote control or Bluetooth®

> Suitable for use with all Festool CT 26/36/48 extractors with or without AC (auto clean)
function

> Bluetooth® remote control allows on and off switching of extractor from hose

> Economical use of available volume with SELFCLEAN filter bag

> Convenient and secure transport due to stackable, compact, solidly-built collector
construction
> Dust class M compliant

Thermowall®gf

For further information about model variants and what comes
with products, visit www.festool.de

The dream team when it comes to dust-free jobsites:
Bluetooth® module, battery pack and remote control.

> Consistent level of suction since filter is less prone to accumulation

> Dust class M compliant

Ultratherm®

The new CT pre-separator CT-VA-20 manages large volumes of dust.
Efficiently, conveniently and dependably.

> Hose and electrical chord accommodations keep jobsites tidy and safe
> Collector / filter bag volume 36/34 l

Multiplex-top®

> Bluetooth® battery packs communicate with Bluetooth® module on extractor unit. Cordless
tool and extractor start simultaneously.

Learn more at festool.de/staubfrei
Bluetooth® wordmark and logo are registered brand names of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and are
used under license by TTS Tooltechnic Systems AG & Co. KG, and subsequently Festool.

Thermoroom® Thermoinstal®

Pyroresist®
wall

